SDNY CALLS DOJ’S
DEFINITION OF THE
ESPIONAGE ACT AN
“ACADEMIC INTEREST”
SDNY says that it’s merely academic to a
journalist whether the government might
prosecute her under the Espionage Act for
sharing already published information.

JUDGE JESSE FURMAN
GIVES DOJ 3 PAGES TO
REPLY TO
EMPTYWHEEL’S BID TO
LIBERATE SEALED
TRANSCRIPTS ON THE
ESPIONAGE ACT
Judge Jesse Furman must have found something
novel or interesting in my National Security
Counselors-supported intervention to liberate
CIPA transcripts in the Josh Schulte case,
because he just gave the government three pages
to reply.

THE DAY AFTER I BLEW

OFF JOSH SCHULTE HE
STARTED DELETING
“SUSPICIOUS EMAILS”
In the first week that Josh Schulte had a
Samsung phone he used to leak classified
information from jail, someone was trying to get
me on the phone with him.

IF A BEAR SHITS IN A
SEALED CIPA
CONFERENCE, CAN IT
EXPAND THE ESPIONAGE
ACT TO THE NYT’S
READERS?
Under some claims the government made in a
sealed hearing, “there are hundreds of thousands
of people unwittingly violating the Espionage
Act by sharing the New York Times report about
the WikiLeaks leak.” I’m intervening to try to
make those claims public.

ON THE SHODDY
JOURNALISTIC DEFENSE
OF “WIKLEAKS”
It took a little old emptywheel to point out to
some of the world’s leading newspapers that they
hadn’t fact-checked a letter purporting to

defend the principles of journalism.

DOJ RETHINKS — BUT IN
A FEW AREAS, EXPANDS
— ACCESS TO MEDIA
CONTENT
The revised guidelines for using legal process
for journalists rolled out by Merrick Garland
yesterday affirmatively protect reporting on
classified information in the definition of
newsgathering. They close a number of
surveillance loopholes used in recent years. But
in other ways, the guidelines define journalism
by what it’s not, excluding a number of crimes
of interest in recent years.

SABRINA SHROFF
REALLY WANTS TO MEET
IN PERSON WITH JOSH
SCHULTE
In the wake of the government’s accusations that
Josh Schulte had loaded CSAM materials onto his
laptop, the government and his lawyer are
squabbling about simple things like consulting
on post-trial motions schedule.

18 USC 793E IN THE
TIME OF SHADOW
BROKERS AND DONALD
TRUMP
The investigation of Donald Trump under the
Espionage Act should be compared not with the
example of Sandy Berger and David Petraues, but
with Nghia Pho and Hal Martin, whose actions
contributed to devastating global cyberattacks
by malicious actors.

A DIFFERENT DOJ
SEARCH OF NOTE:
JOSHUA SCHULTE
The government seized the laptop on which Josh
Schulte was writing code in jail.

THE DISCOVERY
REFRIGERATOR: WHEN
JOSHUA SCHULTE
SOCIAL ENGINEERED HIS
CELLMATE’S BROTHER
Behind one of Joshua Schulte’s guilty counts,
there was a whole lot of social engineering and
false identities.

